
APOCOLYPTO MOVIE REVIEW

Which is not to say that â€œApocalyptoâ€• is a great film, or even that it can be taken quite as seriously as it wants to
be. Mr. Gibson's technical.

This is less violent than Braveheart, I think. Never lifting the perspective beyond that of Jaguar Paw, we
witness plague, famine, decadence and pollution, but only in passing. His jockish sense of humour is also
evident in the early scenes where he depicts the everyday life of Jaguar Paw and his fellow villagers. But
slavery is not the fate for which Jaguar Paw and his friends are destined. Even as bodies are falling and
crashing, bleeding and drowning, Dean Semler's cinematography is breathtaking and the compositions
ravishing, whether they're lush forest backgrounds or fascinating faces in close-up. What remains is Gibson's
never-more-evident technical mastery and his remarkable sense of motion, both narrative and cinematic. And
they recall that the event was prophesied by a little girl. It Everyone's harping on the gore like this is some
kind of Tarantino film. Gibson loves his violence. Pursued by vengeful Holcane leader Zero Wolf Raoul
Trujillo and his second, Snake Ink Rodolfo Palacios , along with a crew of fleet runners and ferocious killers,
Jaguar Paw has his work -- survival -- cut out for him. Admittedly, you could always argue that the narrative is
secondary to the atmosphere that Gibson and his crew so skilfully create, and yet, it is no less affecting or
exciting as we come to know and respect these characters through the film's rich and amusing opening
sequences - filled with a great sense of character and warmth - as well as a fairly pointed visual metaphor in
the killing of an animal that will come to prefigure the subsequent actions of the final film. Thank you Mad
Gibson for a wonderful cinematic experience. Serenity  Dec 17, Absolutely amazing. Mel is a friggin genius!
The directorial debut of pop genius Joss Whedon "Buffy the Vampire Slayer," "Angel" , this big-screen
adaptation of his "Firefly" series is the best space opera since the first two Star Wars movies and one of the
most criminally neglected entertainments of the last decade. All those lessons about the inner workings of
these societies are so much easily absorbed when they are depicted on a screen as well as they are here. Don't
pillage, enslave or destroy its people. Whatever problems you might have with Gibson, from his personal
politics to his previous work, there is no denying the determination of his vision, or the sheer sense of daring
and imagination in attempting to pull off a project of this size and pitch; taking elements of an already
well-documented real life civilisation and abstracting it for the purposes of dramatic tension, to create a
once-in-a-lifetime cinematic experience that genuinely takes us to a world that we've never before experienced
on film. This is a review of Apocalypto, not of Mel Gibson; of a movie about Mayans and a civilisation on the
verge of collapse, not of a drunken rant in Malibu and a reputation forever tainted. Otherwise you're in for a
great cinematic experience. His best work these days, more and more, seems to be coming from behind the
camera. The sacrifices at the temple are puny in comparison to what they did to the guy on the rack in that
movie. He's deliberately portrayed a brutal, selfish civilization that destroys both its natural resources and its
own people in a vain attempt to appease the godsâ€”and to sustain its own glory. But do we really need to
absorb such a blood-drenched spectacle in order to fully understand? Set in the jungles of Central America,
Apocalypto is a historic or prehistoric epic in spoken Mayan with English subtitles. Tweet I truly enjoy Mel
Gibson 's work as a director. Like The Peacemaker, an effort to make an action movie not predicated on the
hero's ability to leap out of an airplane with no parachute and survive. Apocalypto is like something by Leni
Riefenstahl, both from her Nazi period the prehistoric Mayan Nuremberg, the mad, declamatory leader and
from her later, primitivist-anthropological period of photographing Sudanese tribesmen. Its a masterpiece. I
believe these feel like a foreigner's version of such events but nonetheless, this is also a beautiful looking,
emotional and incredibly exciting film which at times makes " The Last of the Mohicans " seem passive in
comparison. It drips, it pools, it rushes; at one point it even sprays from a bashed-in skull with Pythonesque
enthusiasm. But this movie is not as violent as a chain-saw movie, not by a long shot. For good reason. If it
had been made by anyone else and released 20 years ago, Apocalypto would have been a video nasty. More
tellingly still, there were his foils in the film, the mincing gay caricatures whose sexual orientation was
equated with weakness, self-indulgence, and stupidity. It's a small thing, but where Mel Gibson is concerned I
set the moral hurdle low. A throwback to the often British action films of the s and '70s, it drags at moments,
and the concluding voiceover is abominable. Most of the time, these gods seem to be angry or vengeful. Later,
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Flint Sky also plays a joke on Blunted, telling him that rubbing a particular weed on his genitals before sex
will enable him to impregnate his wife.


